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Motivation

We want to be able to easily structure our programs

And reason about computations as being in a specified context



Definition

A monad is a triple (m, unit, bind) where:

m is a type constructor of kind * -> *

unit is a function of type a -> m a

bind is a function of type m a -> (a -> m b) -> m b

In Haskell’s parlance:

unit is called return

bind is called >>=

And we will stick to that convention from now on



Meaning

return puts a value in a minimal/pure context

>>= allows one to go around inside a monad



A quick tour: Maybe

A context that can either hold a value or be devoid of any
value

data Maybe a = Nothing | Just a

instance Monad Maybe where

Nothing >>= f = Nothing

(Just x) >>= f = f x

return = Just



A quick tour: State s

A context that maintains a state – “a stateful computation”

newtype State s a = State { runState :: (s -> (a, s)) }

instance Monad (State s) where

return a = State $ \s -> (a, s)

(State t) >>= f = State $ \s -> let (v, s’) = t s

in runState (f v) s’

{- equivalently: let (v, s’) = t s

(State g) = f v

in g s’

-}



A quick tour: [] (a list)

A context in which a computation may produce many results
(non-determinism)

instance Monad [] where

return a = [a]

m >>= f = concatMap f m



A quick (and informal) tour: IO

A context in which a computation may produce side effects

There is some magic involved and we don’t want to delve into
the actual implementation

But more or less, it looks like

newtype IO a = IO (State# RealWorld -> (# State# RealWorld, a #))

Looks like a state monad – so it better be a monad!

‘‘#’’ usually denotes some primitives – e.g. (# x, y #) is
an unboxed tuple. They are not allocated on the heap so they
are fast (so good for IO)



The end of a quick tour

There are more basic monads: Reader, Writer, Error...

But understanding them is fairly easy – boils down to
understanding the context we are within

In a moment we will look at a bit more advanced aspects of
monads

Firstly, however, after being exposed to a few examples, let’s
build an intuition for behaviour of monads



A syntactic sugar

There is a so called do-notation – a syntactic sugar that
relieves us from writing many binds

do x1 <- action1 action1 >>= \ x1 ->

x2 <- action2 <=> action2 >>= \ x2 ->

action3 x1 x2 action3 x1 x2

As it resembles sequential/imperative code, we would like to
think it behaves like one

So there are laws...



Monad laws

In order to have monads behave in a sane way and to ensure that
the semantics of the do-notation will be consistent, we impose
laws that every monad must obey:

(return x) >>= f == f x

m >>= return == m

(m >>= f) >>= g == m >>= (\x -> f x >>= g)

Which means:

return is a left identity of >>=

return is a right identity of >>=

>>= is associative

And it’s the programmer role to ensure they hold



The same monad laws

The law of associativity for >>= doesn’t look like true
associativity

“The types are guilty”

But if we define

(>=>) :: (a -> m b) -> (b -> m c) -> (a -> m c)

f >=> g = \x -> (f x) >>= g

Then the monad laws become:

return >=> f == f

f >=> return == f

(f >=> g) >=> h == f >=> (g >=> h)



Beefed-up monads

Some monads obey additional laws – if they have mzero and
mplus that act as they sound (where >>= act as ×), then:

mzero >>= f == mzero

m >>= (\x -> mzero) == mzero

mzero ‘mplus‘ m == m

m ‘mplus‘ mzero == m

Such monads can be declared as instances of the MonadPlus

class

class (Monad m) −> MonadPlus m where

mzero :: m a
mplus :: m a −> m a −> m a



MonadPlus

Instances of MonadPlus have a nice function – guard

guard :: (MonadPlus m) => Bool −> m ()
guard True = return ()
guard False = mzero

The example of such a monad is a list monad

instance MonadPlus [ ] where
mzero = [ ]
mplus = (++)

Can be useful for implementing backtracking algorithms



And structuring?

So far, we have only seen how monads help us to maintain
modularity (preserving context)

And what about structuring/composing? What if one wants
something that acts as a Maybe monad and IO monad?



The hard way

How to get a passphrase from the user? One could come up with
the following solution:

getPassphrase :: IO (Maybe String)
getPassphrase = do s <− getLine

if isValid s then return $ Just s
else return Nothing

isValid :: String −> Bool

isValid s = -- any sensible implementation



Ugly, ugly, uglier

askPassphrase :: IO ()
askPassphrase = do putStrLn "Insert your new passphrase:"

maybe value <− getPassphrase
if isJust maybe value
then do putStrLn "Storing in database..."

-- other stuff

-- pattern matching

-- some ‘else‘ etc.



Monad transformers



Any monad with Maybe on top

We will define a monad transformer that gives any monad (in
particular, an IO monad) some features of Maybe

newtype MaybeT m a = MaybeT { runMaybeT :: m (Maybe a) }

The point of monad transformers is that they are monads
themselves. In our case it’s defined as:

instance (Monad m) => Monad (MaybeT m) where

return = MaybeT . return . Just
(>>=) :: MaybeT m a −> (a −> MaybeT m b) −> MaybeT m b
x >>= f = MaybeT $ do maybe val <− runMaybeT x

case maybe val of
Nothing −> return Nothing

Just value −> runMaybeT $ f value



Lifting

When using combined monads, instead of creating additonal
do-blocks to manipulate values in the inner monad, we can
use lifting operations

lift is defined as the single method of the MonadTrans class

class MonadTrans t where
lift :: (Monad m) => m a −> t m a



Any monad with Maybe on top

If we want to lift functions from m monad to MaybeT m, we
need to make MaybeT an instance of MonadTrans class

instance MonadTrans MaybeT where

lift = MaybeT . (liftM Just)

-- where

-- liftM :: (Monad m) => (a -> r) -> m a -> m r

-- liftM f m = do { x <- m; return (f x) }



Any monad with Maybe on top

Now we are able to write the following code:

getValidPassphrase :: MaybeT IO String

getValidPassphrase = do s <− lift getLine
guard (isValid s)
return s

askPassphrase :: MaybeT IO ()
askPassphrase = do lift $ putStrLn "Insert your new passphrase:"

value <− getValidPassphrase
lift $ putStrLn "Storing in database..."



The State transformer

Let’s see one more example

newtype StateT s m a = StateT { runStateT :: (s −> m (a,s)) }

instance (Monad m) => Monad (StateT s m) where

return a = StateT $ \s −> return (a, s)
(StateT t) >>= f = StateT $ \s −> do

(v, s’) <− t s
runStateT (f v) s’

instance MonadTrans (StateT s) where

lift c = StateT $ \s −> c >>= (\x −> return (x, s))



A plethora of transformers

There are many ready-for-use transformers in
Control.Monad.Trans.Class package

Use them if you want to combine many monads into one

Note that the order of combining matters:

StateT s (Error e) produces a combined type of
s -> Error e (a, s) in which the computatation can
either return a new state or generate an error

ErrorT e (State s) produces a combined type of
s -> (Error e a, s) in which the computation always
returns a new state, and the value can be an error or a normal
value



ANFSCD



Continuation passing style

Continuation passing style (CPS) is a style of programming in
which functions don’t return values; rather, they pass control
onto a continuation

A continuation, in essence, is “the rest of the computation”

Continuations are relative to where the current expression
being evaluated is – we will enclose such expression with
brackets [...]

In 3+[5*2]-1, the current continuation is 3+[·]-1
They make it possible to explicitly manipulate, and
dramatically alter, the control flow of a program



CPS jargon

($ 2) (i.e. \k -> k 2) is a suspended computation.

Note, its type is (a -> r) -> r

The a -> r argument is the continuation



CPS examples

add cps :: Int −> Int −> ((Int −> r) −> r)
add cps x y = \k −> k (x + y)

square cps :: Int −> ((Int −> r) −> r)
square cps x = \k −> k (x ˆ 2)

pyth cps :: Int −> Int −> ((Int −> r) −> r)
pyth cps x y = \k −>

square cps x $ \xx −>
square cps y $ \yy −>
add cps xx yy $ k



Striving for clarity

We’ve seen one has to write a chain of lambdas to compose
CPS functions

To make it clearer, let’s write a combinator for that purpose

Below, s is a suspended computation and f is a function that
produces a new suspended computation

chainCPS :: ((a −> r) −> r) −>
(a −> ((b −> r) −> r)) −> ((b −> r) −> r)

chainCPS s f = \k −> s $ \a −> f a $ k

Note that by replacing (a -> r) -> r with
(Monad m) => m a, and similarly with b, we get the (>>=)

signature!

So, most probably, we’ve bumped into a monad...



Continuation monad

Cont r a is a CPS computation that produces an intermediate
result of type a within a CPS computation whose final result type
is r

newtype Cont r a = Cont { runCont :: ((a −> r) −> r) }
cont :: ((a −> r) −> r) −> Cont r a -- a wrapper function

instance Monad (Cont r) where

return a = cont $ \k −> k a
(Cont s) >>= f = cont $ \k −> s (\a −> runCont (f a) k)



Pythagoras – revisited

import Control.Monad.Cont

add cont :: Int −> Int −> Cont r Int
add cont x y = return (x + y)
square cont :: Int −> Cont r Int
square cont x = return (x ˆ 2)

pyth cont :: Int −> Int −> Cont r Int
pyth cont x y = do

xx <− square cont x
yy <− square cont y
add cont xx yy



callCC – call with current continuation

There is a peculiar function, callCC – but instead of looking at its
type (let alone, an implementation), let’s look at an example first

square :: Int −> Cont r Int
square n = return (n ˆ 2)

squareCC :: Int −> Cont r Int
squareCC n = callCC $ \k −> k (n ˆ 2)

The argument passed to callCC is a function whose result is
a suspended computation (of type Cont r a) which we will
refer to as “the callCC computation”

What makes callCC special is k, the argument to the
argument – it is a function which, when called with an
argument v, will make v into a suspended computation, which
is then inserted into control flow at the point of the callCC

invocation



callCC - an example

foo :: Int −> Cont r String
foo x = callCC $ \k −> do

let y = x ˆ 2 + 3
when (y > 20) $ k "over twenty"

return (show $ y − 4)
-- when :: (Monad m) => Bool -> m () -> m ()

-- when p s = if p then s else return ()

Note that k here is used just like the ‘return‘ statement from an
imperative language



A slide for taking three deep breaths



MonadCont class

callCC function lives in the MonadCont class:

class (Monad m) => MonadCont m where

callCC :: ((a −> m b) −> m a) −> m a

and Cont r is an instance of that class:

instance MonadCont (Cont r) where

callCC :: ((a −> Cont r b) −> Contr r a) −> Cont r a
callCC f = cont $ \k −> runCont (f (\a −> cont $ \ −> k a)) k

... and it works!



Simple exceptions

When there is an exception lurking in the dark, it’s good to have
two continuations at hand

One that takes us to the handler in case of an exception
Other that takes us to the post-handler code in case of a
success

divExc :: Int −> Int −> (String −> Cont r Int) −> Cont r Int
divExc x y handler =

callCC $ \ok −> do

err <− callCC $ \notOk −> do

when (y == 0) $ notOk "Denominator 0"

ok $ x ‘div‘ y
handler err

-- runCount (divExc 10 2 error) id --> 5

-- runCont (divExc 10 0 error) id

-- --> *** Exception: Denominator 0



Slightly more involved exceptions

Below, c is a function which takes an error-throwing function and
results in a computation; and h is an error handler

tryCont :: (MonadCont m) => ((err -> m a) -> m a) -> (err -> m a) -> m a

tryCont c h = callCC $ \ok -> do

err <- callCC $ \notOk -> do

x <- c notOk

ok x

h err

data SqrtExc = LessThanZero deriving (Show, Eq)

sqrtIO :: (SqrtExc -> ContT r IO ()) -> ContT r IO ()

sqrtIO throw = do

ln <- lift $ putStr "Enter a number: " >> readLn

when (ln < 0) (throw LessThanZero)

lift $ print (sqrt ln)

main = runContT (tryCont sqrtIO (lift . print)) return



Seeing versus feeling

We have seen more and more complicated examples and that
(hopefully) taught us how to use a Cont monad, and in
particular callCC.

But it’s difficult to understand how exactly those mechanisms
work in such complicated code

Now we will proceed to smaller examples that should give us a
better picture of what is going on...



Quaint

ex1 = do

a <− return 8
b <− cont (\wow −> wow 10)
return $ a + b

t1 = runCont ex1 show --> ?

ex2 = do

a <− return 8
b <− cont (\wow −> "what")
return $ a + b

t2 = runCont ex2 show --> ?



Quaint

ex3 = do

a <− return 8
b <− cont (\wow −> wow 12 ++ wow 34)
return $ a + b

t3 = runCont ex3 show --> ?

ex4 = do

a <− return 8
b <− [12, 34]
return $ a + b

ex4 --> ?



Quaint

ex5 = do

a <− return 8
b <− cont (\wow −> wow 12 ++ wow 34)
return $ a + b

t5 = runCont ex5 (\x −> [x]) --> ?

ex6 = do

a <− return 8
b <− cont (\wow −> [12, 34] >>= wow)
return $ a + b

t6 = runCont ex6 return --> ?



Quaint

lft x = cont (\wow −> x >>= wow)
lwr m = runCont m return

ex7 = do

a <− lft [1, 2]
b <− lft [30, 40]
return $ a + b

t7 = lwr ex7 --> ?

ex8 = do

a <− lft $ get
lft $ modify (+1)
b <− lft $ get
return (a, b)

t8 = (runState $ lwr $ ex8) 10 --> ?



Wrapping up

It seems like we can simulate other monads by using a
Continuation monad

But that is a different story

And long one...



The end

Thank you for your attention

Any questions?
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